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For the Fourth of July weekend, our family opted for the Extreme Social Distance Independence Day 

Celebration. We went backpacking after spending a night at Camp de Benneville Pines. The celebration 

began on the drive up to Camp where there were plenty of community fireworks displays visible from the 

freeway. We began our mountain adventure by staying one night at Camp to acclimate to the altitude. 

Altitude sickness is something that can knock me out, and I knew we had with us at least one kid who 

might be scarred by backpacking if it was combined with altitude sickness. So, I wanted to make it as 

pleasant and fun as possible. Also - vomit and tents do not mix very well!  

While acclimating at Camp we enjoyed a picnic breakfast and lunch that we 

had brought with us. We walked around Camp, and even though the big 

group camps were suspended due to the pandemic, we exchanged socially 

distant smiles with a family who was up to paint a cabin and do other helpful 

tasks. We noticed that the volleyball court had been infiltrated by the cutest 

oak saplings you ever did see. We offered to Janet to thin them out for the 

camp and were able to take some of the baby oaks home. 

Afterward, we rewarded ourselves with a game of volleyball. It was probably 

the first time our kids had played, and we got a good rally going. The kids’ 

favorite part about being in Cabin 3 was making their bow and arrows and 

playing card games.  

In the morning, we set out from Camp de Benneville and took our family three 

miles into the wilderness, backpacking all our supplies to the John’s Meadow 

Hike-in Campsite.  We brought only one friend with us, the Laux family. Caleb 

for Aaron and Emily for Clara. Julie and Brandon are their iron-pumping 

runner parents. I organized the trip for the kids because I had been dreaming 

about backpacking since last summer when I drove Aaron up to Elementary 

School Camp.  

Once we got going on the trail, each kid had a mission to find a walking stick that fit them. We had special 

treats for snack breaks and enjoyed trail mix, trail bars, applesauce go treats, and Poki sticks in chocolate 

and strawberry. The timing was perfect to see wildflowers in bloom. At our hike-in camp, we selected a 

good spot away from the few other campers who arrived before us. By the second day all the others had 

cleared out and only one day hiker duo with their doggie come through. It was easy to “socially distance” 

out in the wilderness. 

                                          

John’s Meadow is in Wilderness where no fires are allowed. We made early suppers before the bugs 

came out for theirs and savored “s’more’s” by warming the marshmallows over the Jetboil type water 

stoves. Because of the bugs, evening activities involved small group night hikes to see the view at sunset 

and quieting down in our tents. The morning was lovely, and the day was filled with creek wading, water 

splashing, eating, reading, playing cards, and soaking up the sunshine.  



On our way back to Camp we did some trail work. Brandon and Alison lifted and moved a fallen trunk 

about 6 inches diameter and 25-30 feet long. It was directly across the path - stuck between two other 

tree trunks. It was just fun to do our part for future hikers. We were on the lookout for folks not following 

the wilderness rules, too. We received a good account from Ed and Janet about camp staff stopping at 

least two irresponsible forest visitor-caused fires that could have gotten out of control without the staff’s 

quick intervention. Luckily, we only encountered campers following the basic rules of no-fires, so we didn’t 

have to play ranger. 

It was a great experience, and here are some things my kiddos said about their first backpacking trip:  

“I liked the water at the big creek. I liked sleeping in a tent with all the stars above us and when the moon 

came out it was so bright! Also, I liked the fort that was near the camp.” Clara, age 7 

“We hiked and we took breaks for water. We were carrying our backpacks. Mine was filled with my 

clothes, my sleeping bag, snacks, and I was carrying my water bottle, too. I liked helping with the water 

cleaning. We had a special bottle that we would fill with creek water and then put this light in it that would 

kill any living things [that might make us sick] in the water.” Aaron, age 10 

 

 


